Removal of tinidazole from waters by using ozone and activated carbon in dynamic regime.
The main objective of the present study was to analyze the efficacy of technologies based on ozone and activated carbon in dynamic regime to remove organic micropollutants from waters, using the antibiotic tinidazole (TNZ) as a model compound. Results obtained in static regime show that the presence of activated carbon (GAC) during tinidazole ozonation: (i) increases its removal rate, (ii) reduces oxidation by-product toxicity, and (iii) reduces the concentration of dissolved organic matter. Study of the ozone/activated carbon system in dynamic regime showed that ozonation of tinidazole before the adsorption process considerably improves column performance, increasing the volume of water treated. It was observed that the efficacy of the treatment considerably increased with a shorter contact time between TNZ and O(3) streams before entering the column allowing a much higher volume of TNZ solution to be treated compared with the use of activated carbon alone, and reducing by 75% the amount of activated carbon required per unit of treated water volume. TNZ removal by the O(3)/GAC system is lower in natural waters and especially in wastewaters, than in ultrapure water. The toxicity results obtained during TNZ treatment with O(3)/GAC system showed that toxicity was directly proportional to the concentration of TNZ in the effluent, verifying that oxidation of the organic matter in the natural waters did not increase the toxicity of the system.